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When have you 
experienced a divine or 

human angel helping you 
in a difficult or holy time? 

Title Page Icon: 
Angels Attending the Anointing

When have you felt that 
your life or things around 
you were “on fire” because 

it was such a turning 
point or a threshold time?

Icon 2: 
The Burning Bush



What role or career are 
you called to “for such a 

time as this?” 

Icon 3: 
Queen Esther’s Holy Moment

What kind of soul 
restoration are you 
seeking these days, 

months, years?

Icon 4: 
You Restore My Soul

From what guilt, blame or 
shame do you need to be 

liberated?

Icon 5: 
Jesus’ Liberating Words

When and how do you 
feel most caressed and 
shaped by our divine 

master potter?

Icon 6: 
In the Potter’s Hands



What happens for you as 
you reach out in faith to 

seek healing, as a woman 
did when she reached out 
to touch the hem of Jesus’ 

garment? 

Icon 7: 
The Healing Hem

What calm, quiet, restful 
places (internal or 

external) are you led to in 
times of disquiet?

Icon 8: 
You Lead Me Beside Still Waters

The Holy stores all of our 
tears in a bottle. Which 
of your tears have you 
offered to this bottle? 

Which have yet to enter?

Icon 9: 
Tears in a Bottle

What is an experience of 
this safe, warm, sacred, 
loving space in your life?

Icon 10: 
The Womb of God



How do you experience 
being “at home” or “coming 
home” to the Holy One who 
loves you unconditionally?

Icon 11: 
At Home with the Holy

What darkness or 
shadows threaten or 

frighten you? How do you 
feel accompanied by the 

Holy in those times?

Icon 12: 
Valley of Shadows

What kind of 
reconciliation is arising 

for consideration in your 
life?

Icon 13: 
Hands of Reconciliation
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